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Solar Proton Events During the Past Three Solar Cycles

D. F. Smart* and M. A. Sheat
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force Base, Bedford, Massachusetts

More than 200 solar proton events with a flux of over 10 particles (cm2-s-sr) - 1 above 10 MeV have been rec-
orded at the Earth since 1955; at least 151s of these events had protons with energies >450 MeV. Although the
majority of solar proton events occur in the years around sunspot maximum, these events, including those with
relativis'ic protons, also occur during sunspot minimum. Detector technology has evolved during the last three
solar cvces so that a uniform data base does not exist. A count of the number of solar proton events above a spe-
cific flux level does not indicate a recognizable trend over the three solar cycles. However, an analysis of the par-
ticle fluer 'e in "'major" events indicates that the 19th solar cycle was the most energetic.

Introduction volume to change the state of a circuit element thereby causing
T HE fact that the suii can accelerate particles to high a "soft error." Also, heavy cosmic-ray nuclei may cause dis-

energies has been known for approximately 40 years. placements in the crystal structure and permanent damage. An
Solar particle events are referred to by a number of dif- examination of the effects of cosmic radiation on microelec-
ferent names such as solar cosmic-ray events, solar proton tronics is given by Adams et al. 2

events, solar electron events, polar cap absorption events, and The energies of the cosmic radiation are normally expressed
ground-level events (GLE). To describe the solar particle in units of GeV (101 eV). A I-GeV proton can penetrate ap-
events that have occurred 01iring the past three solar cycles, it proximately 400 g-cm 2 of material, therefore shielding
is necessary to understand several aspects of cosmic radiation against galactic cosmic radiation in space is generally ineffec-
such as the background radiation in space and solar particle tive. The primary cosmic radiation observed at the Earth's or-
propagation. Consequently, the first part of this paper will bit consists of approximately 83% protons, 13076 alphas, 1%
describe the galactic cosmic radiation and its solar modula- nuclei with atomic number Z>2, and 3% electrons. This com-
tion; the solar particle events during the last three solar cycles position extends over an energy range from approximately 10
are discussed in later sections. MeV to > 102) eV. A more detailed review oriented toward en-

vironmental specification is given by Smart and Shea.3

Charged Particle Background Radiation Solar Cycle of Galactic Modulation Cosmic Radiation
There is a cosmic-radiation background present everywhere The Earth is located deep within the heliosphere (the do-

in space, the intensity being dependent upon the measurement main controlled by solar emissions of plasma and magnetic
location. Spacecraft outside the Earth's magnetosphere are field), which extends to perhaps several hundred times the sun-
constantly subjected to the background galactic cosmic radia- Earth distance. (The mean distance from the sun to the Earth
tion upon which the solar cosmic rays are episodically super- is defined as an astronomical unit, or a.u.) Since cosmic-ray
posed. Spacecraft operating within the magnetosphere are particles originate outside the heliosphere, they must "work"
subjected to this radiation; however, the shielding effects of
the Earth's magnetic field reduce the total flux impinging tary magnetic ield if they are to arrive in the inner solar
upon the satellite by an amount that depends on the character- t em. magneti c e in the a netarr i m i s a i n co nistcs f te sacerat obit Saelltesinthepolr rgios wll system. Turbulence in the interplanetary medium is a function
istics of the spacecraft orbit. Satellites in the polar regions will of solar activity; therefore, the cosmic-ray flux at the Earth isbe subjected to the full intensity of galactic and solar particle a function of the solar cycle. Since the solar activity increases
flux; those in the equatorial regions will be subjected to lesser the turbulence that the cosmic ray must "work" against, the
amounts depending on altitude. In addition to the galactic and minimum cosmic-ray flux is observed with the solar activity
solar cosmic-ray flux, spacecraft operating within the magne- maximum. (There is an approximate seven-month lag between
tosphere also encounter the trapped particle radiation. solar activity and cosmic-ray modulation that is interpreted as

(Galaclic Cosmic Radiation the time it takes the solar plasma to propagate out into the dis-
tant heliosphere.) Similarly, the cosmic rays perform a mini-

The galactic cosmic radiation (whose origin is still a matter mum amount of "work" against a quiet solar wind, so the
of scientific debate) is composed of atomic nuclei that have cosmic-ray flux is maximum during solar minimum condi-
been ionized and then accelerated to very high energies. The tions. Models exist that will predict the cosmic-ray flux as a
deposition of this energy can affect the material through function of the cosmic-ray modulation parameter4 .5 described
which the cosmic ray passes. For small, state-of-the-art, solid- as a heliocentric electric field having a potential equal to the
state electronic devices, the passage of cosmic-ray particles energy that arriving cosmic rays have lost. The cosmic-ray
through !hc device can produce enough charge in the sensitive modulation parameter has not been successfully predicted,

and proxies such as solar sunspot number predictions are used
(see review of sunspot number predictions by Withbroe6 ). An
example of using the sunspot number as a cosmic-ray intensity
predictor is given by Adams et al. 2 and Adams.'Re.ced teb. 8, 1989: presented at the AIAA Aerospace Engineer- The solar cycle modulation of the galactic cosmic radiation

ig ( onterence and Show, Ios Angeles, (A, Feb. 14-16, 199; revi- observed at the Earth's surface by a neutron monitor is shown
siion receced April 27, 1999. this Paper is declared a work of the U S.
(w,ernmeni and is nolt subject to copyright protection in the Uniled in Fig. I. This figure illustrates that, within a small uncer-
states, tainty, the cosmic-ray intensity has been approximately the

*Research Physicist, Space Physics Division. same for each soar minimum for which we have measure-
tRescarch Physicisl. Space Physics l)ivision, Member AIAA ments. The extent of the solar modulation on the cosmic-ray
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I able I Normali/ed elemental abundances of solar energetic particle events

I eV:-':" 1 20 NleV1 -  
to meV 2  6.7-15 Me\'"

I'ncrgL Range -nerg. Range Energy Range Energy Range

I !1 1.0 L.1 1.0 1.0
2 lie 2.2 1 2 1.5 E 2 1.5 E-2

I 1 1.0 E 7 4.8 E-8 2.8 E-6
A Be 1.5 1-7 6.0 E-9 1.4 E-7

B 1.5 1-7 1.2 1 - 1.4 E-7

, i.(, 4 !.2 E 4 9.6 F-5 1.3 E-4
N I N '-5 2.8 1-5 2.7 F-5 3.7 E-5

S( ".2 - 4 2.2 L-4 2.2 E-4 2.8 E-4
S. 4.3 1:-7 1.0 L-8 1.4 E-7

W Ne 5I L, 3.5 1-5 3.1 E-5 3.6 E-5

II Na 1.6 1 6 3.5 E-6 2.6 E-6 2.4 E-6
12 M 4.8 1- 5 3.9 U-5 4.3 E- 5.2 E--5
I3 AI A.5 [ 6 3.5 E-6 3.1 E-6 3.3 E-6
14 Si 3. 8 1- 5 2.8 L5 3.5 E-5 4.2 E-5
I P 2.1 I-7 4.3 L-7 1.7 E-7 4.0 E-7

16 S 1.8 L1 5 5.7 F-6 7.8 E-6 6.5 E-6
I- ( 1 1,7 [.-7 7.1 E-8
IS A r 3.9 1 6 8.7 L-7 7.3 E-7 4.6 E-6
19 K I. 1 -

7  
1.0 E-7

21 (Ca 2.3 t-6 2.6 F-6 3.1 E-6 3.2 E-6

21 ,w 7.8 E-9
22 i 1.0 -- 7 1.2 E-7
23 V 1.2 E-8
24 (r 5.7 F-7 5.0 E-7
25 Mn 4.2 L-7 1.8 E-7
26 1-e 4.1 L S 3.3 F-5 3.4 E-5
2

7  
C( 1.0 11-' 4.8 E-7

28 Ni 2.2 L-6 1.2 E-6
29 ( u 1.4 E-8
30 Zn 3.8 E-8

Particle events at I a.u. exhibit the following char icteristics: possible particle intensity. An observer whose interplanetary
a delay from the solar flare time until the first particles are de- magnetic-field connection is at some other heliocentric loca-
tected, a relatisely rapid rise in intensity to a maximum value, tion would observe a flux that has been attenuated by propa-
and a sloA, decay to the background level. In general, particle gation through the coronal gradient between the flare position
eents from the eastern hemisphere of the sun have slower and the foot point of the Archimedean spiral path from the
rates of rise than e'ents from flares west of central meridian, sun to the detection position in space. The onset time of the
Although the shape of an event may be distorted by features in particle event, the time of maximum intensity, the maximum
the interplanetary medium at the time of the solar particle (peak) particle flux, and the total fluence of the event are all
eent, or the particle flux may be considerably modified by functions of the location of the flare with respect to the obser-
multiple injections or interplanetary shocks, the general fea- vation location in space and the interplanetary conditions at
tures of the solar proton time-intensity profile, shown in Fig. the time of the flare.
6, are always recognizable. This profile is characteristic of the
inner heliosphere; at distances beyond about 5 a.u. all solar Composition of Solar Particle Events
particle events are diffusive in character. However, distinct Solar energetic particles are assumed to be accelerated
solar flare particle increases have been observed by the most above solar active regions fiom the available coronal material
distant spacecraft, now out more than 40 a.u. daring solar flare events. The acceleration site is apparently

At times, major solar flares populate the entire inner high in the solar corona; studies have concluded that the accel-
heliosphere with particles, as illustrated in Fig. 7 where the erated ions pass through less than 30 mg cm 2 of material be-
vertical bars indicate the relative flux increase at each space- tween the acceleration site and the observation site in the in-
craft. On August 8 and 9, 1970, particle increases on the Pio- terplanetary medium. Observations show variations in the ion
neer 8 and 9 space probes together with the small increase on abundances with the hydrogen-to-helium ratios being the most
the Earth-orbiting IMP 5 satellite were not associated with any variable. The elemental abundance ratios seem to have a slight
solar activity on the visible hemisphere of the sun; however, variation according to the energy of the measurement, and
active region 10882, which produced particle events on August small solar cosmic-ray events have the greatest variability in el-
13 and 14, 1970, was on the invisible hemisphere of the sun emental composition. (See Refs. 24 and 25 for recent views on
about three days before east limb passage. 2' A flare source lo- the elemental abundances in solar particle -vents.) When ele-
cated approximately 400 behind the east limb is consistent mental abundances observed in large solar energetic particle
with the large increase on August 8 observed by Pioneer 9, the events are plotted vs the first ionization potential of each ele-
smaller increase of flux observed on August 9 by Pioneer 8, ment, a depletion of the solar particle abundances is found for
and the even smaller increase observed at the Earth. elements with first ionization potential above 10 eV. When ele-

To summarize the "classical" or expected solar particle mental abundances are ordered by the fir- ionization poten-
propagation characteristics, an observer who is connected via tial, elements with both high and low first ionization potential
the interplanetary magnetic-field line to the heliographic loca- are consistent with known coronal abundances, indicating that
tion of the flaring region will generally observe the maximum these ions were accelerated out of normal cronal material.
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The same principles insolved for organizing proton (ions vanccs in nuclear physics, more scnsiti,, instruments "', ere de-
with Z 1) data also apply to heary ions since the same princi- eloped that could directl. measure the incident particles.
pies of corona! and interplanetary propagat;n should apply !hose detecitws cie initially carried b% balloons to ge abose
to all ions independent of mass or atomic charge. Unfortu- as much of the [artI', atmospheric shield as possible; later
nately, most of the solar particle data sets currently aailable these detectors sacrc adapted for the initial man-made Earth-
are for protons. In order to estimate the probable heavy-ion orbiting su'tellites.
fluence from the proton fluence, we have derived tables (see Wkhile cosmic-ray researchers weie deseloping their instru-
Table 1) of solar particle event element abundance ratios nor- mentation, high-frequcuCs commnuication engineers, particu-
'ealized to hydrogen based on comprehensive spacecraft stu- larly those inolked in the propagation of electromagnetic sig-
dies. 2 ,2  

nals in the polar regions, noted interference that seemed to be
associated with solar actiits. It is no\, known that chargedHistorical Summary of Solar Particle Event particles interacting with the Earth's iotosphere enhance the

Detection Techniques ionization and change the electromagnetic propagation char-
A number of different detection techniques have been used acteristic-, of the medium. In the late 1950's. the development

to detect solar cosmic-ray events, and Fig. 8 illustrates the eso- of the riometer (for radio ionosphere opacity tmeter) prosed
lution of detection energy thresholds and detector techniques. to be very sensitise to particle deposition in the ionosphere
The thickness of the lines indicates the relatise number of each directls above tile instrument. Lsen though the riotneter could
type of detector in use. The differences in shading in the not uniquely distinguish the type of particle, its sensitivits %%as
ionospheric section indicate changes in detection technique. equivalent to the earlN satellite instrtiments. Most of the solar
The first instances where the sun was unambiguously identi- particle flux and flu,,,'- data -is ailab!c from the 19th solar c',-
fied as the source of particles detected at the Earth ssere on cl %%ere dcrised from iometer measirements in the Earth's
February 28 and March 7, 1942. The measurements of the polar regions. Esen no"s the ionosphere call still be used as a
solar activity (observed as interference in detection and sur- sery, sen, itise (btt nonlinear) particle detection niedium, since
,eillance equipment) "sere shrouded in secrecy by the antago- very loss frequency phase and amplitude changes along
nists of the Second World War." It was not until July 25, transpolar propagation path., haxe the same approximate de-
1946, and Nosember 19, 1949, that similar events occurred tection thresholds as particle detectors on spacecraft.
and the explanation of solar flare accelerated particles being
detected on the Earth was given respectable scientific cre- Solar Proton Events: i955-1986
dence." ' 2 The initial observations of "solar cosmic rays'
relied on measurements of secondary particles generated at the I-Asting Data Hase
"top" of the Earth's atmosphere. The original ionization As call be seen from inspection of Eig. 8. there are Earth-
chambers and counter telescopes are now classed as muon de- based measurements of solar flare generated particles since
tectors; these detectors respond to high-energy (>4 GeV) pro- 1942. Hosvever, the indirect detection techniques did not stabi-
tons interacting at the "top" of the atmosphere. In the 1950's, liZC until approximately 1958, and the spacecraft measure-
development of the cosmic-ray neutrn monitor" lowered the mients s"ere not really svstematic until about 1965. Based ott
detection threshold to >450 MeV protons interacting at the contemporary knowledge, it is nossible to interpret the
"top" of the atmosphere. A number of these neutron moni- ionospheric-sensed data to form a useful data base extending
tors were deployed for the International Geophysical Year back until about 1955. Inclusion of all of the available ground-
(IGY), and many neutron monitors are still operating based and satellite-sensed measurements form a data base ex-
although the design has evolved with the development of the tending oser three solar cycles. The data base for solar cycle 19
so-called "super" neutron monitor." Concurrently, with ad- is primarily derived from ionospheric data supplemented with

limited spacecraft data in the early 1960's. The data base foi
solar cycle 20 is deriked from Earth-orbiting satellite measure-
ments of solar particle events plus simultaneous ionospheric
measirements that allow a cross calibration of the detection

7r TE R5 techiiiques. Finally, the data base for solar cycle 21 is derived
primarily from very sensitive spacecraft instruments (so sensi-

> '0cKv, tive, in fact, that they "saturate" in large events), with only a
%EjTRCN . minor contribution from ionospheric data since many of the

Rpolar ionospheric monitoring stations had closed. There have
been a number of attempts to assemble available solar proton

- o>- data into catalogs.' "' The National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration/ U.S. Air Force Space Environment
Services Center in Boulder, Colorado, maintains a current list

3, CN S . - of solar proton events; see Ref. 41.
C ,.- Until a reliable direct-measurement (satellite sensed) solar

-. SATE~.,TEN particle data base s"as available, there were alwsays questions

as to the accuracy of the early data bases and the magnitude of
contamination by local magnutospheric effects. It is not possi-

,on: ble to assemble a completely homogeneous list of solar proton
events detected over the last three solar cycles, primarily be-

- ONOSP-ER.C cause of the different measurement techniques used. The most
, -_ -j SPHERIC homogene-, c!.i1, set aailable that has beeh, deiled fiom a

o - standard observational technique are the "ground-level
X DETECTION \ ,- events" (sometimes called relativistic solar proton events) de-
z T EC HNiIJES tted by neutron monitors, since the sensitivity of this instru-ment has been essentially unchanged since its inception in

- ,-, - 9 j J 1953. During the 19th solar cycle, some small ground-level
1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 events may not have been identified because of a sparsity of

YEAR detectors. Since the early i')60',, a denser net of instruments
Fig. 8 Conceptual history of the detection thresholds of solar has been installed, particularly in the Earth's polar regions,
cosmic-ray events, and events with increases of only a few percent have been
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RELATIVISTIC SOLAR PkOTU1ON EVENTS

FRLcJENCY SOURCE ROiTEN

SUN

0 E +4o0W

6-i

2 60 0

T h
55 60 65 70 75 8C) 65

YE4R

Fig, 9 High-energy solar proton events for three solar cycles.

readily identified since 1966. Figure 9 shows the distribution equivalent to a l-dB polar cap absorption event. Our primary.
of these relativistic solar proton events over the past three data sources were Refs. 39 and 40, and data assembled by
solar cycles; the top part of the figure shows the smoothed Shea and Smart. 42 .4 1 Measurements from the synchronous or-
sunspot number; the boLtom part of this figure shows the biting GOES spacecraft 41 %%ere used for the years 1976-1986.
number of high-energy solar particle events (GLE events) each Table 2 lists the number of discrete solar proton events with
year; and the right part of the figure shows the location of the a flux > 10 particles (cm 2-s-sr) Ias a function of month for
source solar flare on the sun. An examination of Fig. 9 (at the past three solar cycles (1955-1986). The yearly sums are
least to our prejudiced eye) does not indicate any outstanding shown in the top portion of Fig. 10, and the yearly average
trends other than the general association with solar activity, sunspot numbers are shown in the bottom portion of' this

It is possible that the terms "solar particle flux" and "solar figure. Table 2 shows that significant solar proton events oc-
particle fluence" may be confused. Particle physicists usually cur in episodes with a large variance in the distribution. There
refer to the peak flux observed in a specific channel of a solar can be relatively long periods between significant events dur-
particle detector. This can be either an integral flux above a ing the sunspot solar maximum; conversely, significant solar
specified energy level, in units of particles (cm 2-s - I-sr - ) or proton events, including ground-level events, have occurred
a differential measurement that specifies the flux at a specific during solar minimum. Of the 201 significant particle events
energy in units of particles (cm 2-s -sr '-MeV 1). Individ- during the past three solar cycles, 34 of them have been
ual events are usually compared using identical channels. Peak ground-level events detected by neutron monitors indicative of'
flux is usually used to describe solar particle events. Fluenee is solar protons with energies greater than 450 MeV.
the total number of particles above a selected energy that are
experieniced throughout an entire event. Fluence may be given tData Artifacts
in either directional units of particles (cm 2 -sr - 1) or omni- A ca:eful examination of the data-acquisition techniques
directional units of particles tecm 2). The fluence is generally reveals a number of artifacts that may obscure any long-term
of concern for the total radiation exposure. During an episode trends. The identification of solar proton events by interpret-
of activity, there may be a number of individual solar particle ing ionospheric data is affected by at least two pronounced
events that contribute to the total radiation exposure. Under seasonal effects. The rionmer is most sensitive to the sunlit
these circumstances, instead of trying to derive the fluence per polar ionosphere (its nighttime response is about one order of
solar flare injection, which is extremely difficult, a pragmatic magnitude less sensitive), and since most polar ionosphere ob-
solutton ts to obtatn the fluence per eptsode of activity. servtng sites are in the northern hemisphere (parttcularly dur-

In an attempt to investigate the solar cycle effects on solar ing the 19th solar cycle), there is a distinct northern hems-
particle events, we have assembled a list of solar proton events phere bias in the ionospheric data with more events reported in
that is as homogeneous as possible. Our criterion for this event the northern hemisphere summer than the northern
list was to identify all > 10 MeV solar proton events having a hemisphere winter. The ionosphere also has a strong response
minimum flux of 10 protons (cm 2 -s'-sr 1); a criterion that to geomagnetic activity, which has a statistically significat
could be applii;" wi;6omly over three solar cy :!.- Q--,craft- peak during the equinox. These two effects combine to give a
measured proton fluxes were used whenever they were very tionuniform temporal distribution of the data assembly.
available. For the pre-spacecraft era or when spacecraft data particularly during the 19th solar cycle as illustrated in Ftg I1.
were not available, an equivalent proton-induced polar cap The magnitude of the seasonal bias is not generally appre-
absorption event was used. A practical "rule of thumb" ciated and has crept into data sets considered quite reliable.
useful for converting sunlit polar cap riometer absorption to Satellite-sensed data assemblies"4 still show a seasonal bias at
proton flux is J= bA 2 , whereiJis the flux of protons with en- the lowest flux threshold as shown in the top part of Fig. 12,
ergy > 10 MeV in units of (cm 2 -s-sr) Iand A is the 30-MI-l which displays the number of > 10 MeV solar proton events
polar cap riometer absorption in decibels, Thus, 10 protons with a flux greater t han I part icle (cm: -s-sr) '. I n 1 his case, we
(cm 2 -s-sr) Iwith energies > 10 MeV are approximately believe that the apparent maximum around the equinox is real,
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Table 2 F> 10 MeN solar proton events with flux > 10 (cmz-s-sr)

Year Ian. (eb. Mar. April Ma' June July Aug. Sept. Oct. No%.. Dec. Total

1955 I .

1956 I I 1 4

(957 1 2 1 1 2 3 4 i 1 16
1958 I 2 1 2 4 I 11

1959 1 I 3 17

196(1 1 4 3 14

1961 4 8

1962 1 1
1963 1 2 3
1964 01

1 65 I.

1966 1I 5
1967 I . 2 .

1968 1 2 2 2 3 2 12
1969 1 4 1 1 2 I (3

1970 I 2 I 1 1 8
1971 I I I .
1972 t 1 9
1973 l 1 2

j974 4 3
1975 22
t976 1
1977 34
19 7 8 1 . 1 2 . 1 3 12

1979 1! 11
1980. 1 12

1981 . 2 2 2 1 2 I1
1982 1 2 2 2 4 12
1983 1 2

1984 2 2 1 2 7
1985 1 3
1986 I 3
1987 0

Jan. Ieb. Mar. April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. No'.. Dec. 1 otal
9 21) (2 2J 18 (2 29 17 29 6 (8 10 201

In Solar Proton Events and the Solar Cycle
L )t : ' /'- '-" - -'In trying to determine solar cycle similarities or difference,

in solar proton events from the past three solar cycles, ' e used
the monthly mean sunspot number". as our major ordering

paaee We used month of the minimum in the smoothed
i -1 sunspot number to identify the change from one solar cycle to

2 the next, since the monthly mean numbers have a Avide %ari-
ance during solar minimum. The top portion of Fig. 13 show s

-, the number of solar proton events that occurred each 12-
month period after sunspot minimum for the past three solar
cycles; the 12-month mean sunspot number of the same period

Sis shown in the bottom of the figure. A summary of the
Ro 'number of events for each solar cycle is given in Fable 3. The

sthree histograms in the top part of Fig. 13 are all different,
2 ;--I and beyond the obvious fact that there are more solar proton

4- ,. events during solar activity maximum than at solar minimum.
we cannot discern any repeatable pattern other than the gen-

Sral association with solar activit. The only constancy is thatthere is an average of six significant solar proton events per

YA year independent of the length of each cycle. Using solar mini-
ig. 10 Discrete solar proton events per year (top) and the yearly mum as our fiducial mark, we have added the values for each

sunspot number (bottom) cycle; the results are displayed in Fig. 14. The data are or-
ganized in 12-month periods beginning with the month after
statistically smooth sunspot minimum. From Fig. 14 it ap-

possibly reflecting interplanetary acceleration processes. pears that the majority of solar proton events will occur from
Anotmer data artifact exists in the 19th solar cycle proton Flux the second through eighth years after sunspot minimum. The
and fluence data as a restlt of exponential forms used to apparent peak in the number of proton events in the 10th year
model the data'" " "' which introduces apparent systematic after sunspo! minimum is an artifact resulting from the epi-
behavior into some events, particularly the events derived sodes of activity in the 10th year of solar cycle 20, which was
from interpretation of ionospheric measirements. When the 14 months longer than the other two cycles.
extramagnetospheric satellite-sensed solar proton event data
for solar cycle 20 (such as NSSDC data set 69-053A-07("') are Episodes of Actisit,
summed over event intervals, similar systematic patterns are In compiling the list of significant solar proton events, we
not found. tried to identify each event with a solar flare on the sun. In
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Y F many cases, there %%ere multiple flares on the sun, all of ',hich
ma, have released particle, associated "ith the aggregate par-
ticle event observed at the Earth. There Aere two type, of ,e-
quences of activity, the most common being multiple particle
events associated with multiple flares from the same active re-
gion. The other type of activity sequence occurs when dif-
ferent regions on the sun each produce copious solar particles.
We hase calculated the number of discrete solar proton produ-

-Y. -,ing rei-ns associated with proton even:, detected at the
Earth for each of the last three solar cycles (i.e., multiple
eents from the same region contributed to only one episode).
These results, listed in Table 3, show that for each of the last
three solar cycles at least 17%O of the significant solar proton

- events observed at the Earth are from solar regions that pro-
duce at least two or more discrete proton events.

;z 5 Stat ieql I imitationsi

The small number of esents during the past 33 years seserel,
limits statistical analyses. Typical spacecraft engineering pro-
cedures ask for reliability analyses \Nith 90"o confidence lac-
tors; Table 2 clearly shoss that there is not enough data to sat-
isfy such a requirement. The practice of dividing the asailable

F-- - data into solar cycle groups further limits the statistics, and
the results are open to a ,ariety of interpretations that cannot
be squelched by application of statistical techniques.

-- _ Despite its limitations, this data base or a portion of it has
been analyzed in a number of different ways to develop statis-
tics and models of solar particle event frequency, magnitude,
and fluence." . -' "' The 1975 NASA model" is still in use to-
day and is the contemporary standard against which othercL wsork is compared. In the past few years, this model has been

3 .... 9 attacked as being too limited and not trul, representative of
MCNTri

hig. 1I iNonuniform temporal distribution of proton events for three
solar cscles.

SOLAR FLARE PARTICLES " K =- ' -
1963-1982- I-J,] .i.Kl1' r - .. .

IY'_E '9 :Y: [ 2' ,Q..E J.
pARTIICL9 FLUI) GRIA14ll Y-N

19.. I- b-S14 -
__ ,40- , ,

12 :.-

Solar cyle

100

z

2I 17H 1l i t2 vii f

No o of integrate

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JJU L AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEARS rROM SiNSPOT Mi4iM M

MONTH OF ONSET Fig. 13 Sinifica l discrete solar proton events for each 12-month
Fig. 12 Illustration of the seasonal bias in solar proton data. period after solar minimum.

Table 3 Solar proton events for solar cycles 19-21
Solar cycle

No. of No. of integrated
No. of discrete discrete solar proton fluence
months proton producing

Cycle Start' End in cycle events regions > 10 MeV > 30 Mev
19 May 1954 Oct. 1964 126 65 47 6 .7 x l1i 1.1 x lol

20 Nov. 1964 June 1976 .41j 73 56 2.5 x 10" °  7.0 x 10"

21 July 1976 Sept. 1986 123 63 52 1.8 x I0l' 6.1- I) '

aThe start of each v, 'i cycle was selected as the month after the minimum in the smoothed sunspot number.
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30la c ,rii cnsad cs c'rr tliicics. I tic 20th solar sc
30 sas thle tuisl solar actlll is\tci c that i mas \stenrti ailsa oh

sen ed ursingi '.ace-borne inttsttniciatiirn. I hie data base tor
thle 21 qt solar ci '\Ic cott~irs mil.\n sinall Ciel etif tat base been

W Z N w ~ell obsers ed b\ contemtporar\ scttiitiie particle detect lit
I> 20, hoseser. the ci en! integrated fluenice of these "sniall ci ents

7:) UJ is %cr\ sinall comipared to the major es ent - Thle analk is h
Z I Clntriati et a!. Contclurdes thlat all Of the fluerice data for the

joI three solar cicJes cottthitie ito forrtr a conitTUOus ILoirtiortual
orQ I) distributio that is represeiinrtt-'e ot ,olar partic hisor\. Itt

U 10- Icontrast, otheri researcherN, " Lsi ti smrallecr data sets. f ound
I a srmaller distributrioni funictiont or is hich the \er\ large eci it

0 Iare not1 part olf the -expected" log!-rorttial distrih ution. and so
he>c calculated intdepenideritlN. the proa hi lit ot a s en> large

L LI- able 3 presents thle solar c\ c suirmned fluiices %is i i crier
gies greater than 10 and 3t0 Me \ Th cart be iterpret ed as

160shoss in a ,vNternatic don tnard t rend: lionsien.r tins trend
I6Or- ~does lilt rmatch thle mramrrititi suntspot riittrhet fortile rcspc-

iA 4Q _ tiSc c> des. 1 urthIertirore. tile di ftet etce bet isccii 20cl tintt
(D C21 integrated flretices Cart he ttterpt ctcd a, lie occ:urrenc (or

C 20- tnornoccurrertce tnear tire I-arthl of one \cii at ge 'l1ar particle
W episode.

Z M ooi-Organization of the Solar Particle IData Rase
0 eo- it Other Parameters
0 60- (hs iolN!>, solar proton ce tt data can be orgarri/ed aga inst

60tmil\, solar parameters such as, Sunspot rnunmber, I f-ctin radio
emission, solar flares, solar x-ras s, and so forth. There is no

- 40-- reason, at this time, to select an, particular parameter os er
I' art other. We has c compared tilie number of sigri hcatrl solar

2 0 proton esents with solar tlares of importance I or greater.'~I ~ ~HoNs Cir, Cs Ci for solar flare data mart> cas eats, must be ap-
~' -perided because during the past three solar cycles, there hase

been drastic changes in observing sites, reporting criteria, and
1 510 data grouping specifications. The solar hlare da~ta shown in

Fig. I5 wAere derised from N(iI)Ci0l f Although there are gen-
YEARS FROM SUNSPOT MINIMUM eral trends, betwseen pr oton e- ents and solar actis iry, as identi-

fig. 14 ',ummrinion ofi simnificant discrete solar proton esents for fied hi, either thle Sunspot number or solar hlares, there is no
dtvle 19 21. ohs ioins linear relationship. Hoss e r. the -\sariatice'' in the

niurmber of sigrrifi carnk Proton esents per ,ear is consistent is ith
thre range expected fronm a biromial distribution or other
mathetratical techniques appropriate for the statistics of small

ihit atn o),crir ( uriouslx there are tiso attacks,: 1) that its numrbers.
prediitoti arc too high because s er> large fluence es Cuts sere Fhe IFebruaryr 23. 1956, solar particle event is thle classic ex-
not obsers cd hi\ Iartil-orbiting satellites, during the 21st solar ample of a discrete high-energy particle injection fromn the sun

Ic.atd 2) that it does riot properl> include the posibilit> at a "'avorable'' propagation position iwith res;pect to the
th en. large fItetc ci cnit' could, and hrstortcall>, base oc- Earth. -The solar flare that was, the particle source occurred at

reck ~0334 Universal Time hUT), sometimes referred to as Green-
wAich kMean Time, at heliographic coordinates N23, W80. Pro-
torts with energies greater than 16 GeV arrised at the Earth at

Worst-('ase Models (1345 1 :E I mitt). The energy content of this solar particle event
i tes eloping is orit-case models, the ,er> large or icr> ell- has not beeti duplicated by Earth-based measurements in the

crnreti, particle vseirts are ctiployed initead of the common three solar cycles since the event occurred. Since this event was
eserlts,. It is orur opinion that the sery large particle events may prior to the WGY and before the "space'' era, ground-based
be expected to base "ritial'' elemiental abundance ratios,. measurements werte fragmentary, and some of the early ana-
F or this paper, ise "ill suggest two solar particle events. for use lyses are deficient wihetn viewed with modern knowledge. The
ats extrerne-case mordels. [ he first isp is a "'classical'" serv ern- high-energy flux estimate "was - I50 particles (cml-s-sr)'
erget ic sitar particle event hasting at discrete ijection of flare- at energies > 450 MleV. [his was riot air exireniiely large
accelerated particles along the idealized interplanetary propa- fluence evenrt at etrergies of about 30 NMeV." " '- Interplane-
gatiorn path from the sour to the Earth. For this example. %c tary conditions were reltisely ''quiet'' %%hen this event oc-
%sill use the Februars 23. 1956, solar particle event. The second curred. arid the particle flux decayed itt a classical mtanner.
iype' ol esenit is the injection of a large population of'solar par- Alter about 12 h, the very energetic particles had diffused
tides that is reaccelerated by interplaneiary phenomena hefore beyond the Earth, and the rentaining particle flux could be
detection at the IFartlr. F-or this examnple, sie shall use the treated as an ordinary particle event. However, during the in-
August 4. 1972,. solar particle esent. itial 12 h, there was certainly a large, ,ery energetic particle ra-

T-he fluence data hase countairns a dletectiur technique ar-
tihact that essentialls cannot he remmnsed. [he tremendous ad-
%ances in detector tchnrology are such that satellite sensors ',Solar Ilares aire classit ed hs the irei; fI tie hlare on a scale of0 tro
now rioutinely detect esenis that were far below the detection 4 1 lire sitiallesi tj bflares ithiose %sith at rre,, d area less than 2.06
threshold even I5 years ago. [ lie 19th solar cycle is deficient in stirare deg) are ot importance ii \&hctreas extreme> large flares Ithose
'.small event'' identificatin; horwever. it contains the largest isith corrected areas greater titan 24:7 square deg are of iniportane 4.
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Sig. 15 % earl% nurmber of solar proton rsents flop) and solar flares Aijth importance >I

d iation exposure that si ond a fftcct %u IunerablIe devices atnd con- gradients. In contrast, howkexer. onl AnuLs! 4 at larecr ftix is
,niea radiation ha/ard. obsers ed at thie [ 'arthI than at the P~ioneer 9 spacecral

[he solar paiticlc esenit most ottcn used as a sot-ae It is our Opinion that the Auguist 4, 1972, solar particle flu\
itiodel* is the AAtreust 1972 eiiodeC of' solar acti its because pr otile observed at the Earth reflects a sequcelC of unique11 and
I art h-orhvi~ing spacecraft nleasuremetts of the particle flux uinusual occurrences: the result of' a large in ject on of' solar
-iud ltluetk exist. The solar active revion t sas located at east- particles into a region of- space "~here the cons ergitie in-
crri heliographic longitude: frotm thle aspect of' the Earth this terplanetary shock structures reaccclerated wshat w~as a mub-
%%ias an eastern hem sphecre cx ent sequence. During this time, stant ral solar particle population into anl extraordinar\ solar
lie Pioneer 9 spacecralft "sas at 0.77 a.u. -, 46' east of the sun- particle populatiott. (See I ee' "' for a more detai led discuis-

I arthi line: fromn the asoect of the Pioneer 9 spacecra ft, this %ion ol' shock acceleration.) Early onl A ugust 4, just prior it)
,s as a wcestcrri hetnisphiere event sequecnce. Fihe initial particles, the flare, two geomragnectic suiddctl coinmnetcenien ts s ere rec-
hat Ac er obsers ed s ere getierated by a solar flare onl A4.gust 2 orded at the Larth Ii.ndicatix e of" thIe passage oft solar-

at 116 U LI at a heliOg-aplhiC lougit tide 34' east of the sun- generated shock wxax.es from flare,, in thle solar actixe: region
[arth hihne. (ie major particle et cutf that was observed at thle that produced thle major en ts. I Ilte shock structn rcrier -

[arthI onl Atiust 4 \xas generatcd by a solar flare at 06201 UTI, ated by thle Auigmst 2 solar flares had alreadv propagated
9~ e1ast 10 tilie sun -farthI line. The solar proton tinme-intensity bi-sond Piotneer 9 onl August 4 when t he mrajor solar pat t ice
ltistor. ol early August 1972 is s.hosx till 1ig. 16. The Pioneer 9 injection occurred.) When th lhare of August 4 occirred atl
data are for i _ 14 MeV protons indicated by thre hecavy line. 0620) UT, tie initial interplanetart, shrocks, had jutrs passed thle
I lie Earth-orbiting INI P spacecraft data from protons with en- E;,arth, lcaviiig the Earth etixloped bet nxeeri the first shock err
ergies > It0 and > 30 MvcV are indicated by the tim line, Be- semble arnd the much more posxert il shock generated h\ the
ginrining AxithI thle solar flares, from the same active region on Arugust 4 flare. While t lie I-arth \i xas ens eloped bet\.c tfeei res
AuList 2 until Auigust 4, the particle flux observed by thc Pin- two powAerfutl converging shocks. the flux obsers ed at( the
ricer 9 spacecraft wias larger than the flux observed at the Earth vnas higher than t hat observed by Pioneer 9 Thle tite
Earth, as, would be expected fromn coronal propagatin and period when the Earth wxas betwxeen thle converging purw&ert nil
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iO F - Table 4 Comparison of the first 27 months of solar C)rcles 21 and 22
PIONEER 9 38 Cyclc 21 Cycle 2
C 77AU, E09Cl - 2

104 ESP = 46'E PIroton events I0 9
P > 14 MeV x-ray c.cini, (s-level) 19 13

Smoothed sunspot nUtmb er' 64 S4

to , "I w nionh 20 aMwv 11oIa1 imhiuun.

* " >10 MeV was similar to that of August 1972. In July 1959, a series of
Co~f ---.---4 " .\"-\ 1 solar flares near the central meridian of the sun produced ma-

/I jorgeomagneticeffects with resultinglarge variations in theI \ >30 MeV
0 10 alactic cosmic-rav intlensity as measured by neutron monitors

that recorded several "Forbush" effects in addition to a small
"flare-associated" relativistic solar particle increase. These

00 observations were very similar to neutron monitor obsera-
v v tions in August 1972. We believe tha if satellite measurement

had bcen available in July 1959, the tluence from this activity
I YL 2 episode would have been equal to or greater than the fluence

2 3 4 5 6 7 observed in August 1972. In fact, the fluence deduced for [he
AUSUST 1972 July 1959 solar activity episode exceeds the measured fluence

obsrve fo th Auust197 soar ctiilvepisode 4 4 v2
Fig. 16 Solar proton time-intensity profile oserved for the August observed for the August 1972 solar activity
1972 sequence of e,,ents. It is our opinion that the extraordinary events, such as those

that occurred in July 1959 and August 1972, are the result of a
sequence of major flares, particle events, and solar-generated

interplanetary shocks is the only time when there is anything interplanetary shock structures which contribute to the unusu-
extraordinary about the observed particle flux. During this ally large effect. These events are outstanding examples. The
time, the Earth-observed particle flux was unusually high and fact that the Earth did not record such a flux during the 21st
had an extraordinarily hard spectrum. This time period, from solar cycle does not mean that these type of events did not oc-
about 06 UT to about 24 UT on August 4, is illustrated by the cur somewhere on the sun. Indeed, we wish to use an analogy
shaded portion of Fig. 16. After the converging interplanetary from terrestrial weather. A hurricane or a typhoon is the result
shock structure had passed the Earth, the Earth-observed of an unusual sequence of events that are likely to occur only
time-intensity profiles resumed a classical appearance and during a certain season. These storms come to public attention
match very well the results expected from application of pro- only when they strike populated areas. Likewise, extraordi-
ton prediction models such as those of Smart and Shea"'' nary solar-initiated storms only come to our attention when
These observations also suggest that these unusually large flux they envelope our planet. Our sensor net in space is so sparse
esents can be limited in time and spatial extent, that we are not likely to find such events elsewhere.

In using the August 4, 1972, event to study major particle
fluxes and worst-case scenarios, the question often asked is Solar Particle Events in Solar Cycle 22
"'Should an adjustment be made from the observed flux and Two years of solar cycle 22 have passed and although the in-
fluence to a w\,rst-case model by invoking coronal gradients?" itial rise of the sunspot number was the most rapid to date, the
as discussed previously in this paper. (The argument for doing rate of rise now appears to be slowing. The number of solar
this is that the solar flare did not occur at the most favorable proton events observed at this stage of the solar cycle (apply-
propagation location for measurements at the Earth, and per- ing our discrimination threshold of events with energies > 10
haps if thi., flare had been on the western hemisphere of the particles (cm2-s-sr) I is within expectations. However, the
sun at a heliographic longitude of about 600 an even larger first relativistic solar proton event of this cycle, comparable to
flux would have been observed at the Earth). We argue against February 23, 1956, July 7, 1966, or November 22, 1977, has
making such an adjustment for the August 4, 1972, fluxes ob- not been dete.ted at the Earth.' Recognizing that we are deal-
served at the Earth and suggest that this is an example of in- ing with small numbers, the statistics for the first 27 months
terplanetary acceleration modifying the "initial injected" of this cycle compared with the 21st cycle are as shown in
population of solar partcles. A comparison with the particle Table 4.
flux measured by the Pioneer 9 spacecraft definitely does not Solar maximum is expected around the first part of 1990,
support the "flux adjustment" hpothesis. The Pioneer 9 data Perhaps some of the paricle events that we think should have
on August 4 have 1'een viewed with some skepticism precisely occurred by now will occur during solar maximum. Perhaps
because the flux measured on Pioneer 9 is not what would be 1990 will be like 1980, with only two significant solar proton
expected from the relative positions of the two measurement events at the Earth. At the present time, with the sunspot
locations with respect to the flare on August 4. However, the number up and the number of x-ray events down, it would be
Pioneer data are considered valid for scientific analysis before foolhardy to try to predict the number and/or magnitude
the August 1972 events and are again considered proper for of proton events for solar cycle 22. All of which goes to
scientific analyses after the August 1972 events. We suggest prove-there is alviys something new under the sun!
that the Pioneer 9 data are also valid during the August 1972
events. Thus, the "worst case" may well be what was actually Concluding Remarks
measured at the Earth. To support this argument further, we This paper does not have a definitive incontestable conclu-
note that Lingenlher and Hudson 2 have argued that the sion. We have tried to present the solar particle data available
analysis of returned lunar samples and cosmogenic iso- from three solar cycles in an unbiased manner and point out
topes indicates that events from our sun with fluence greater the limitations, deficiencies, and pitfalls inherent in an analy-
than 101' protons (cm 2) with energies > 10 MeV are very
rare. In addition, (ioswami et al.' found that the mean flux
values for the last three solar cycles agreed fairly well with the Ithe first ground-lecel 00ccl of the 22nd solar cycle occurred on
value deduced from solar flare proton and alpha particle in- August 16, 1989. [he 5.5-Year interval hetween the ground-level
duced radioactivity in lunar samples. ceents of I-cbruary 16, 1984, and August 16, 1989, is the longe-st time

There was at least one other period during the past three mnueral hctcen ground-lel c'eents %ni1cc routine monitoring began
solar cycles when the particle flux from a sequence of activity in 1953.
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,i, kit this data base. [hfe iolence of thle 19th solar cycle ssas u lre. ora I pt ua R's.,ar, it. V ol, 9m), tlsk l9i.
not totallsI repeated tin thte 20th o'r the 21 st so lar k.'cle. I here pp. 62CS oi200.
Mie xertain characteristics of thle obsersed proto:' esent distr- "\I,( raii , Is o ITO No. f I -s< ~ (14 'sill. k
hLItiOnl foun1d h\ alt inls si1ators: thle distribution of evenits is 11he/Si,,' '5, h'it,t' Reiw- \,, 11N ~. (), N-0~i, pp

descibed Is \ 41-ntormal st'itist ics. [hle data base is limited, 211
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